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Finally, give yourself the satisfaction of being an
active participant in the AHPS . Fill a sales book,
put an ad in TELL, drop me a note, ask a question,
send a copy of your favorite cover, volunteer to be
an officer, man our AMERIPEX table for an hour .

	

You
deserve that great feeling that comes with being active.

President
Charles J . LaBlonde

GIVE YOURSELF A GIFT

We're approaching that special time of the year, the
"Holidays . " On behalf of that very special bunch of
folks who keep AHPS running so well, let me wish all
of our members a very happy Holiday Season.

During this time of year our thoughts turn to gifts.
Would it be inappropriate to suggest that, since all
of you have obviously behaved yourselves all year,
you deserve a gift? Go ahead, give yourself a little
something special . Right at the top of your list should
be your 1986 AHPS dues . The

	

Society

	

is

	

better

	

than
ever and still improving .

	

We don't want to lose even
one of our valued members.

Perhaps you've heard of the beautiful Swiss maps we
are making available to members at very reasonable
cost . Swiss maps are probably the world's finest.
Access to these maps can add significantly to the pleas-
ure of Swiss Philately .

	

Contact Dick Hall ; I promise
you won't be disappointed.

How about a delayed gift? Our member, Ed Friedman,
has suggested the possibility of charter flights of
group air travel to AMERIPEX, site of the 1986 AHPS
convention .

	

Initial thoughts have focused on flights
from Boston, New York, and Baltimore but there are
many other possibilities . Members who are interested
in organizing or participating in this, please contact
me.
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Talk
to
me!

EDITORS COMMENT AND OBSERVATIONS

	

STEVE P. TURCHIK

As this is the last issue of the year, I want to thank all the
good people who have helped with articles, advertising, and
good support in other ways this year . I wish you a happy holiday
season, and look forward to the new year of positive accomp-
lishments for AHPS.

SESCAL is over and a great success . I was very happy to be
able to meet and talk with so many wonderful members : Felix
Ganz, Ralph Soderberg, Ed Chalfant, Anton Kofranek, John and
Virginia Ballard, Donn Lueck, The Harold Egys, and Henry Ratz
surprised us all - many of us have long wanted to meet him.
Lloyd Lippert and his wife Valarie stopped by the booth for
a pleasant chat and insight for all of us . It was great to
personally chat with President Chuck LaBlonde again . Although
not one of our members, it was a great thrill to talk with a
man whose name has meant much to the stamp world - Herbert Bloch.
A very gracious person, I learned much in our 30-minute talk.

One reason you will get this TELL even later in the month than
usual is because of SESCAL reports . It will be past the 1st
week in November when our publisher receives the finished product
to take to the printer . I will try to do better in '86.

I would like to congratulate Harlan Stone for again winning
the AHPS grand award, although Ralph Soderberg's "Standing Hel-
vetia's" were equally impressive, as were the other Swiss show-
ings . AMERIPEX will have even better ones to view.

Dealing with articles for TELL . Several people have asked if
I would publish non Swiss or Liechtenstein articles . Some have
submitted lengthy articles in hopes to having them printed.
I now have quite a few of those in the file, and some of them
will get first choice . I appreciate the fact that you send
material for TELL, but I cannot always immediately acknowledge
receipt or say if/when the article will be used . We appreciate
the letters of good word about our work, and it encourages us
to work harder for all of us.

Again, I must hurry to finish the editor ' s page and run to the
night post office 25 miles away to post this "overnighter ."
That way you will get TELL a couple of days earlier . The above
listed names are not complete, but only the ones that I rememb-
ered without the sign-in list . Forgive me if I left you out.

Because of the lighting (or bad film) I was not able to publish
more of the pictures taken at SESCAL . I do hope you appreciate
the modest effort that is shown.

Support AHPS in the New Year - Get A New Member!
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A REPORT

	

JOHN B . BALLARD

SESCAL '85 A SUCCESS
SUCCESSESCAL! That ' s the only way you can describe our 3-day
National Convention just concluded in Los Angeles . AHPS exhibits
comprised 25% of SESCAL's 278 frames on display at the show
and captured 16 medals and awards.

There were 15 AHPS members on hand for our convention; and a
big THANKS to all who did attend and helped at our special table.
Thanks, too, to all who exhibited.

Our meetings & slide show presentations attracted other active
& we look forward to signing up some new members . The SESCAL
committee headed by Bob Thompson was super in anticipating and
accommodating our needs.

A report on the award winners in included in a report by Wally
Craig, who was most helpful during the show . Copies of TELL
and order forms for the Amateur Collector Catalog were available
at our table, as well as application blanks . Editor Steve was
helpful in manning our table when Virginia and I were needed
elsewhere.

Again, a treat big THANKS to all!

John Ballard, AHPS Chairman and Bob Thompson, SESCAL
Chairman pictured by your editor discussing the great
success of the show and convention.
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SESCAL'85
Judges

(Apprentice & Chief)
-Top Photo-

Charles J . LaBlonde
Joseph D . Schwartz

Chairmen

-Center Photo-
John B. Ballard
(AHPS Gen. Chm.)

Robert DeViolini
(Liter . Exh.'s & Publicity)

Robert Thompson
(General Chairman)

Professors

Anton M. Kofranek &
Felix Ganz
(Chairman,

Literature Judges)

-in front of your
editor's exhibit-
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OUR CONVENTION AT SESCAL

	

WALLACE A . CRAIG

Let me introduce myself . I am a new member #2121 to AHPS. That is
why my name does not sound familiar . I have been in the organization
for about two years . I would like to say we are lucky to have our
editor Steve Turchik .

	

I have enjoyed this publication very much.
I have been collecting and reading journals for about 53 years and
the TELL is one of the best that I have read . Since I am a new member
with an IBM XT I volunteered to give the membership a report on our
SESCAL '85 convention.

We had three main activities at this convention . The first was our
general meeting on the 26th in the Wilshire Room . (We would like to
thank the SESCAL organization for arranging such a fine place to meet .)
We all enjoyed talking about our favorite country and enjoyed one anoth-
er's company . There were 19 members present and a great time was had
by all . I met President Charles LaBlonde and Associate Editor Felix
Ganz ( I already knew our editor, as I judged his fine exhibit at VENPEX
-- completely remounted for this show).

The second part a discussion of the lack of revenue catalog for the
Swiss area . Donn Lueck has one well along but much work must be done
before completion . There was considerable discussion concerning the
best way to publish this work . Felix Ganz has volunteered to contact
The Swiss Fund for Philately to see if they would be willing to lend
some assistance in publication . It was further suggested that someone
with a computer put the catalog on a floppy disk so changes can be
made with ease . I think I have a job coming up.

Donn Lueck gave a most interesting talk on revenue stamps of Switzerland
which included how broad the field really is . We all enjoyed this
most informative talk and appreciated hearing from an expert.

The third and final portion of the meeting was to view the slide program
An Overview of Swiss Philately . Everyone was impressed. Who ever
put this informative slide show together has a right to be justly proud.
This basically concluded the convention except for the running from
dealer to dealer to find our little treasures and try to find somebody
to share it with who appreciated it.

The other part was the philatelic exhibition . The Reserve Grand and
AHPS Gold was won by Harlan F. Stone with his Switzerland's Perforated
Seated Helvetia Production and Use 1862-1883 . This was an outstanding
exhibit that made one's mouth water . I really could not find anything
of major importance missing . Even though I am a new Swiss Collector,
I could appreciate this collection . A Gold for the show and an AHPS.
Gold went to Ralph H . Soderberg for his Switzerland, The Standing Helve-
tia Issue, 1882-1907 . Here again we have an outstanding exhibit.
The judges must have had very difficult time to decide which of these
receive the Reserve Grand . Both quite correctly received AHPS Golds.
I am a accredited APS Judge, and I would not like to be in the position
to choose . Our editor Steve P . Turchik's exhibit A "Peek" at Twenty
Years of Swiss Philately took a silver and the AHPS Silver with an
excellent eight frames which could interest new people to start collect-
in Swiss. Bruce Marsden's Swiss Fondue took a silver for a fine showing

Continued on page 212.
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STEVE TURCHIKCH PERFINS - A REVIEW

INTRODUCING
THE PERFINS OF SWITZERLAND Catalog, by Robert
Hürlimann and Felix Ganz, Copyright 1985 . Revised
after 12 years, this 138 page reference lists
over 700 different perfin designs,
and initials . Over two-thirds of them
ified by the original user firms.

A handy reference measuring 5
fits nicely with other philatelic reference books.
Only stamps of which actual proof of usage are
listed . With text written in English, German,
and French, fully illustrated, it is a quick
and easy reference to Swiss Perfins . Understand-
ably, no prices are given.

After an introduction with historic notes, there
follow chapters on such things as POKO coil and
affixing machines--machines used by businesses
desirous of speeding up their mail dispatches
-- many of which also punched their perfin design
into each stamp while it was being wetted and
affixed to a letter ; or on CUSTOS control stamps

. another means of business control of out-
going mail.

Considering the time and effort that went into
producing this great little book (and the research
value), the price to AHPS members appears reason-
able for this long awaited update that is now
available.

If interested in purchasing this " Hot Off The
Press " reference it may be ordered from
the authors for $8 Postpaid . I might
you ask for an autographed copy.

Checks with order should be sent to:

FELIX GANZ, PO Box A-3843 . CHICAGO, IL 60690

monograms,
are ident-

1/4"3/4 " X 8

one of
suggest
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LIECHTENSTEIN POSTAGE STAMPS

By Harold Strong

Hello! The December 9th release will consist of three separate sets to make
up for the September change in the new issue schedule . The Ancient Arms
issue will be included . The advance photos show it to be a very intricate
design that should show well given the color skills of the Austrian State
Printers.

The change in the schedule was of course occasioned by the Pope's visit during
December . The Pope landed by helicopter on the Eschen/Mauren sports field
at exactly 10 :00 a .m . He was welcomed by Prince Franz Josef II and Princess
Gina . The visit seems to have gone extremely well . I hope you all got your
special cancels on the card or cover of your choice . Even my outer envelope
got the special cancel which provided many nice singles.

The Great Bridge Trivia Contest has been drawn to a conclusion . The winner
The winner was none other than AHPS Secretary Dick Hall . He guessed 7, al-
though I might have argued for 8 . They are as follows : Ruggell-Salez,
Bendern-Haag, Schaan-Buchs (2) 1 reg ./1 RR, Vaduz-Sevelen (2), Balzers-Trub-
bach . Number 8? is the something crossing the Rhein between Mals and Trubbach
On the official FL map it looks like a small foot bridge . Perhaps it is
a viaduct of some sort . Anyone with firsthand knowledge? The consolation
prize winner was Ken Barlow of B.C ., Canada . He has received a mint set
of the Four Virtues issue . Thanks to all of you for your interest.

The majority who wrote in about the new issue subscription service favored
a return to the old deposit method . I'll pass that along . Also, it seems
to me that with the sophistication of the FL banking system that a "deposit"
system using VISA or MASTERCARD could be set up . Australia and New Zealand
have found that type of set up extremely useful to all concerned.

The hot market tip from Europe is the demand for Maximum Cards . The early
LBK numbers are doing very well as are the early private items . Even the
later numbers are bringing stable prices.

New pricelist out from Barry's Philatelic . Write for it . Also recent auction
catalogs from Roger Koerber in Michigan and Peter Marxer in Vaduz had out-
standing Liechtenstein sections!

Since you will be getting this as the holiday season begins, please let me
wish you and yours the best for a safe, happy, and healthy holiday. Please
with any news items or comments . I ' m always glad to hear from you . Auf
Wiedersehen!

HAROLD STRONG

	

Box 15027

	

Waikiki Station

Honolulu, Hawaii 96815
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NEWS ITEM

	

ERNEST A . KEHR

CORINPHILA AUCTION TOPS $14 MILLION

The six-day sale of exceptional classic rarities, offered by
CORINPHILA of Zurich, brought a total of just over $14 million.
The highest prices were paid for Swiss gems . A buyer obtained
a magnificent cover franked with a dark blue "Rayon I" plus
a quartered yellow "Rayon II," and mailed from Colombier to
Neuchatel in the Jura section of western Switzerland, in 1854,
for 200,000 Swiss francs (not including the standard sale commis-
sion .) Another superlative cover, with a horizontal pair of

the "Zurich 4" Cantonals, brought 160,000
Sfr, while a spectacular used copy of the
yellow "Rayon II" with fully framed cross
was sold for 120,000 Sfr . or the full
Zumstein catalog value.

Similarly high prices were obtained for
virtually all of the 8,000 lots put on the
block during the 19 sessions at the four-
star Carlton Elite Hotel on the fashionable
Bahnhofstrasse in the heart of Zurich.

Some items sold for twice the pre-sale
estimates . All of the other material---
some gems that hadn't been seen in the market
for as much as 35 years---brought equally
surprising prices, many setting records.

Some of the treasures possibly may have been purchased for
"investment," but the majority of them wind up in collections
which contend for gold medals and major awards at
international exhibitions to thrill the judges and visitors.

Sold for 56,000 Swiss francs.

Sold for 120,000
Swiss francs.
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NEW CATALOGUES

	

FELIX GANZ

ZUMSTEIN EUROPA, 1986 ; 69th edition . 4 volumes, ca . 2100
pages . Available from the publishers in Bern (see address
in TELL advertisements) as follows:

Northern Europe : 380 + 35 p . :SFr . 25 . + 7 .50 postage;
Central Europe ; 400 + 32 p . :SFr . 25 . + 7 .50

	

"

	

"

	

;
Southern Europe : 462 + 34 p . :SFr . 25 . + 7 .50

	

"

	

"

	

;
Eastern Europe : 836 + 26 p . :SFr . 50 . +11.50

	

"

	

"
For the whole set, postage (seamail) is reduced to SFr .25.
(Figure now about SFr . 1 = $ 0 .46 ; or $1 . = SFr . 2 .15 .)

The four volumes now all are produced in the same, easily
read type . Illustrations are a little finer than Scott ' s;
but more helpful is the fact that all stamps with different
design are illustrated (and not just described or identi-
fied).

Pricing is realistic and net (retail), taking note of in-
vestors still dumping their ill-advised, unsuccessful hoards
of the years 1965 to 1981 by the truck- or trainload

Frama self-produceable dispenser stamp labels (and their re-
latives) are listed for all countries now using them, and
sometimes even the locations of these machines are shown.

Break-off point for inclusion in these catalogues was about
June 30, 1985, meaning very much up to date . Switzerland &
Liechtenstein are even given listings through the end of 85.

For all countries se-tenants and tête-bêches are listed and
priced while booklet panes are listed only if special con-
ditions for such stamps or entire panes warrant it.

The general introduction to each volume is trilingual:
German, French, and English . Therefore, and because of the pro-
fusion of illustrations, the volumes are totally suited for
use by a collector speaking English only.

The editors list British period Cyprus both in the North and
South volumes ; French Andorra in Center and South ; but
Germany remains split between Center and East volumes.

A lot of issues considered "locals " by other catalogues, or
totally ignored, are listed and priced, opening many a US
collector ' s eyes to perfectly legitimate issues, such as
Turkish Cyprus.

We can warmly recommend any one of these four volumes to our
members who might have European collecting interests beyond
those of Switzerland and Liechtenstein.

The editors even invite readers and collectors to report
corrections and addenda, typos, oversights, or omissions.

Well, dear editors : here are three small ones . In the
Europe Center catalogue the Swiss Frama label #1,III is listed
at SFr . 65, used, while the same item lists at SFr . 55 on p.
95 of the Switzerland/Liechtenstein 1986 catalogue . --

Belgium has more than the 6 listed stamp dispenser machines

in operation . Last May we gathered Belgian labels from a
machine in Brugge.
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Volume Europe North, together with all other former Brit-
ish colonies in Europe, lists on p . 378-80 all British Cyp-
rus issues from 1880 - 1955 ; but on the front and back pages
of this book the word "Cyprus, ' or rather "Zypern, brit Ko -
lonie, " does not show at all . Minor, minor, to be sure : but
remember : they want reports on omissions, etc ., while other
catalogue editors treat collectors like pains in the neck:

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND / LIECHTENSTEIN / CAMPIONE / UN GENEVA

BY FELIX GANZ

1986 . 400 pages ; SFR. 10 ., plus postage of SFr . 6 .50, for
the simply paperbacked version ; SFr . 15 . for ring-back
binding. (For AHPS members see special price ads in last two is-
sues of TELL ; orders now accepted until supplies exhausted).

All the good points of last year ' s "new look" edition have
been retained handy (large pocket) format, realistic pric-
ing, color illustrations, updating on new issues and such
through the end of 1985, clear numbering -- and even the
color rainbow, for quick locating of an item, on the flip
side returns:

Every stamp -- even officials, tête-bêches, postage dues,
Liechtenstein and UN Geneva -- now is priced separately on
cover, in addition to columns for used, mint (** or *) and
blocks . In the "on cover" column prices are beginning to
balance out into reality (which means that some items are
raised very much, while others drop almost as much).

The (brief) introduction is in German and French only : but
that should not overly disturb a US collector of Swiss ma-
terials . . . and perhaps by next year the editors might con -
sider adding this introduction in English as well, now that
AHPS is a member section of the Swiss Association of Phil-
atelic Societies.

A comparative catalogue number key to Yvert and Michel is
included as the final 13 pages of this fine, handy and ac-
curate annual catalogue .

	

Felix Ganz.
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A SPECIAL REPORT BY ERNEST A . KEHR

THE " LUPO AND GABRA " SHOWS

They weren't "internationals," but both LUPO and GABRA might just
have well been put in that category, for their quality and contents
were every bit qualified for such designation.

These two "national" shows presented absolutely the very finest
material in their respective classifications for not only the casual
visitors but the advanced specialists who came to view what colleagues
had assembled. What made it all the more interesting (and exciting)
was the fact that in both cases displays were specially invited by
the organizing committees who knew what collections were the best pre-
sently in their respective fields.

At LUPO, staged once more in the fantastic Transportation and
Communications Museum (VEHRKEHRSHAUS) in Luzerne, was confined to air-
mail stamps and covers that had been invited from European Collectors
as well as some from as far away as South Africa and Australia . And
what an assemblage of great rarities could be seen--everything from
the Franco-Prussian War balloon flights right through Apollo and Space
Shuttle flights of more recent years!

The CABRA show, the second to be staged in Burgdorf, the county
seat of the famous Emmenthal, was confined to Postal stationary and
covers franked with adhesive stamps . Here, too, displayed treasures
were judiciously selected to present the optimum overview of the spec-
ialized philatelic field . Both Max Schio and Georges Schild, who headed
the seven-person organizing committee, confided to me that only
limited space in the Burgdorf Trade Fair hall precluded their acceptance
of more than twice as much material as actually was shown.

The LUPO exhibition, in addition to the displays in some 600 frames
placed in several salons of the Verkehrshaus, had a number of special
ceremonies and events to excite visitors . Among them were the presen-
tation of gold medals to a number of personalities who had for decades
promoted aero-philately and aviation in general . Among these eight
"pioneers were Dr . Walter Berchtold, erstwhile president of Swissair,
and Walter Ruestschi, who conceived the LUPO idea and exhibition a
generation ago.

Another special event was the 500th ascent of Balloonist Mrs.
Regula Hug-Messner from the Verkehrshaus with a reported 450 postcards
that were postmarked and eventually dispatched from the Lake of Sarnen
almost five hours later upon touch-down . Just prior to lift-off, Mrs.
Hug gave embroidered commemorative pendants (made by her 85-year old
mother) to six personalities . We were surprised (and honored) to be
a recipient of one of those remarkable souvenirs!

Mr . Ernest A . Kehr of the Stamp News Bureau, representative for the Swiss Postal
Administration is AHPS Life member #2 . He was for years a stamp columnist for major
newspapers, and has authored many articles as well as books on stamps and postal history.
This article is SPECIAL and EXCLUSIVE for TELL.
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In presenting it, Mrs. Hug recalled our mutual friendship with the
late Henri Pillichody, Swiss aviation pioneer, who among other accomp-
lishments flew the first Swiss "international" air-mail to Germany
in 1922.

At the GABBA show there also were enjoyable events . On opening
day, a selected group of guests joined the Organizers for a luncheon
at the "Loewen" restaurant in Heimiswil, whose emblem sign formed the
design of the 20+10c Pro Patria stamp of 1983 . On this occasion,
Charles Baumann, head of the PTT Stamp Division, presented a folder
containing complete mint and postmarked copies of the entire set as
well as unused and postmarked cards issued that day to commemorate
the exhibition.

I can't resist saying that both shows had a lot going for them
from the standpoint of philatelic exhibition presentation . In the
first place, they were organized by a very small committee members
of which were experts in their work and didn't need an army of "Chiefs"
that traditionally do little except to sport official badges after
everything has been done.

Another thing that impressed me---and which might well be adapted
by other show organizers---was the "by invitation only" policy . This
does two important things. It assembles the very finest material known
to exist, thereby eliminating a good deal of duplication to overwhelm
the visitors . It also is a most economical idea . Since there's no
competition, it is unnecessary to pay the transportation and hotel
expenses of judges who may or may not really be qualified to properly
appraise what is displayed . (Exhibitors at both shows were given
"souvenir" medals in appreciation of their participation).

Only three U .S . philatelists participated in these exhibitions;
at LUPO there was the 10-frame entry of Mrs . Simine Short, of Toledo,
who for the first time abroad showed her fantastic and thoroughly re-
searched collection of glider and sky-train mail services since the
1890's while the writer was invited to display Egyptian pioneer air-
mail stamps and covers of the 1910-1932 era . At GABBA, our indefatig-
able Dr. Felix Ganz had seven frames devoted to the philatelic and
postal history of the Gotthard Railway's 100 years of service from Switz-
erland to Italy.

EXHIBIT AWARDS

	

RUDY SCHAELCHLI, AWARDS CHAIRMAN

First of all I would like to congratulate the people who exhib-
ited and for their awards at SESCAL, which are being reported
elsewhere in this issue.

Congratulations to Steve Turchik for his gold and Barbara de
Violini awards at VENPEX.

I exhibited at CINOPEX (past Utica) and was happy to bring home
a gold and the ATA medal for "Who ' s Who on Swiss Stamps ." The
same exhibit with some changes brought home a Silver-Bronze
at MIDAPHIL.

Best regards,
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THE STORY OF A STRANGE LETTER

	

BY SOPHIE BUSER

Looking through some old letters, I came across one which
took my immediate attention . It was an airmail letter from
Rome, Italy to Basel, Switzerland with an airmail label imprinted
at the bottom PAR AVION - PER VIA AEREA dated 21-9-33-11.

All this in itself is nothing unusual, but this letter
was addressed only to BASEL, SWEITZ (meaning Schweiz or Switzer-
land) . The rest of the writings were sketches and information
in German in order to reach its destination . The writer was
a foreigner with some knowledge of the German language . No
doubt the letter was of great importance to him . He drew several
horizontal lines and wrote from his memory places he remembered.
He designated areas where the addressee., whose trade was that
of a taylor lived. At the bottom he indicated a street he called
"Der (die) Hauptstr" (Main Street) to the left end showing two
dots with an X in the middle over the left dot he mentions:
"Ein Geschäft mit Nähmaschinen" (a business with sewing machines)
The dot on the right a corner building he designates as "Eine
Pension" (a boarding house), the X in the middle is the entrance
to an apartment house, above he wrote : "Fünf Treppen auf" (five
stairways up), actually there were only four, he goes on " Im
dieser Heuis wohnt eine Schneider Er solhte dieser Brief haben,
"Tck habe vergessen Nahme u . Adr . (In this house lives a taylor.
He must have this letter . I forgot his name & address.
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From the Main Street he illustrates two lanes from each
side, one named "Steinenbach-Ganslein " meaning "Gasslein" (Lane),
the other side is not named . On one side of the street he men-
tioned the "Küchliu-Theatre" (a variety theater), on the other
side "Eine grosse Cinema" (a large Movie theater) . I mention
this all in detail including his errors as the photo may not
show them distinctly . The sketch and inscriptions were very
helpful to the letter carrier in whose district this nameless
taylor lived.

Basel is divided in several districts, as most larger cities
would be . This particular one was and still is, known as the
Steinen District . The so-called Hauptstr is named: STEINENVOR-
STADT (S-FRONT CITY) outside the original city walls, then there
is a "STEINENBERG" (S-MOUNTAIN) where the Casino is located,
also the old Operahouse, now replaced with a new one . Then
there is the "STEINENTOR STR . On this street used to be behind
the old operahouse a Grammar & Secondary School which was torn
down to make room for the new Operahouse . Last but not least
there is the " STEINENBACHGASSLEIN " indicating there was a brook
next to the lane.

The writer of the letter was a guest artist at the Kuchlin-
Theater during the months of March or April, but now insert
a translation of his letter :

Roma 21/9 - 33

Dear Mr . Taylor! (the trade title)

Prior to my departure from the Küchlin-Theater during the
months of March-April I left with you my Smoking . I need it
now urgently for my next engagement.

Will you kindly send by C .O.D . to the following address:

MICHOILOFF PREZZO BERTINI
VIA MONTCHELLO 109 V ROMA

If you cannot send it by C .O.D., write me immediately how
much I owe you, and I will telegraph the money . But please
try immediately by C .O .D. I need the Smoking prior to October
1st .

Awaiting your favorable reply, I remain

Yours very truly

Willy Michoiloff

Now we know he was an actor, performing as a guest artist
wherever he could find an engagement but had no permanent ad-

dress . Evidently he owned only one Smoker, a long formal jacket
usually worn with a high hat . The style originated in England
and served high society or for formal wear on special occasions.

Continued on pag. 218.
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ALPINE POSTAL STATIONERY

By Felix Ganz

Member Idus Murphree, in a letter to our president, suggested that "ex-
perienced, old collectors" (I take EXCEPTION to the "old"!) reminisce on
such things as "The Lucky Discovery," "My Worst Mistake, " "Things I have
Learned the Hard Way," etc. Well, Idus, here are a few brief paragraphs on
"The Lucky Discoveries" that came my way because at this time I have no in-
tention of reporting on those sharpshooters, some in our own society, who
liberated me for less than peanuts of some very valuable items (hindsight
does not pay, but merely sharpens your defenses), nor on my own stupidity
when it came to regret the non-acquisition of certain items that seemed a
dollar too expensive (and now are $1000 too expensive!!) Fortunately, in the
chapter on "The Lucky Discovery," there are several I am delighted to report
on—actually perhaps in more than one installment (if our editor agrees to
this series and reader response occurs!).

My biggest lucky discovery occurred right at my parents' retirement
home, a few years after my father's death . For years there had been talk of a
large box of early Swiss postal stationery, most of it addressed to and culled
from the business correspondence of my great-grandfather and grandfather,
both owners of a still most active photography and supplies firm in Zurich,
Switzerland. It was also reported that the box (which remained unaccounted
for) had been perused not only by my father (who considered it his duplicate
box), but also by two uncles, a cousin and two older brothers . When it
surfaced from a hiding place in the (dry) attic of the new house after it had sur-
vived a move of some hundred miles, I was on vacation in Europe and visiting
my mother, a non-collector.

Sure enough: there were plenty of early Swiss envelopes (almost none of
the two higher-denominations) and bundles of postal cards from about #1 to
=5, but (sad discovery No . 1) NO reply cards . Subsequently many vacation
afternoons were spent (conveniently it rains a lot in the Bernese Oberland of
Switzerland!) thumbing through the box, one by one, first sorting and then
looking and comparing. I guess that there were about 1000 items altogether,
and it became quite clear that none of the previous perusers had been careful
in regard to this hoard of postal stationery . They were after stamps, and
thus left perhaps 50 mutilated stationery envelopes from which the add-on
postage had been clipped or torn off. What a shame; but too late now. double

Fortunately my ear relatives all had bypassed or overlooked a
beautiful, inverted print of the 5 cts . Seated Helvetia, white paper, which
graced an inland pos al card, used abroad to Paris by my great-grandmother
to her husband on business there and thus needing an add-on 5 cts . stamp.
Then there were a total of five Swiss hotel post stamps on cover, all from
Stoos Hotel in central Switzerland, all on covers written by my grandmother
to her husband (she was on vacation while he tended the store) . The used
The above article is reprinted from the UPPS journal POSTAL
STATIONERY July/August 1985 issue , page 84-85.

Continued on page 210.
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Dear Members,
Thank you for your continuing support of the A .H .P .S.

Auctions . We have some very nice Lots in Auction #63.
Good Hunting!

For Auction #65, I plan to feature a major section of
Liechtenstein Lots due to the interest in the Liechtenstein
Study Group . I need your material by late January . This
Auction will be in the March/April "Tell ."

Values are from Zumstein and Amateur Collector Catalogs
or estimated retail.

For Auction #63 1sfr. = $ .46 and one British pound =
$1 .41.

The Closing date for Auction #63 is December 20, 1985.
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PRICES REALIZED AUCTION #61

AMERIPEX "86"

I hope by now you are making plans to attendAmeriPEX
in the Spring of 1986.

I have secured a list of recommended Hotel/Motels in
the Chicago area, all within a 30 minute drive of the show.
Please send a stamp self-addressed #10 envelope if you would
like a copy of the list.

Plan to be there - THIS is SPECIAL.
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Continued from page 205

envelopes still catalogue about less than a quarter each ; but the overlooked
hotel items are now expertized rarities . The only duplicate of that group now
rests in the reference collection of one of Switzerland 's foremost professional
philatelists who had never seen that item anywhere ; and needless to say a
very profitable trade was consummated by yours truly! (The examining ex-
pert, by the way, had no trouble ascertaining authenticity even though the
hotel stamps were uncanceled—a frequent occurrence--since I was able to
locate, in our family archive, the matching letters that certified the proper
date of usage .)

In addition to these top items the box also yielded a considerable number
of Swiss RPO as well as posting station strikes, starting in 1869-70 and
through about 1904 . Also found were many straightline markings from small
postal depots, as well as year-date less "dwarf cancels ." Then there were a
few RL markings, on letters sent to destinations in the immediate border
area (cheaper rate).

Finally, each envelope was held up against the sun (the early control
marks and later watermarks in the paper can often not be recognized under
even a strong artificial light) in order to check for reverse, inverted or
crookedly applied markings. At least two dozen varieties of this kind could
be located, among them a so far unique "5" watermark occurring in the paper
at a 45 degree angle instead of straight.

There were no albinos, sad to say ; but a few printed-to-private-order cor-
ner cards, applied upon request by the postal authorities, popped up among
the bundles of regularly issued postal stationery envelopes . Among the
postal cards several of the major omissions of words or dates were located, as
well as postage due markings, plus early Swiss postage dues—all on properly
used business mail, the reading of which also showed that neither Great-
gramps nor Grandpa were rapid workers in their artistic portrait photo
specialty, giving to distressed appeals from customers as to : Where are the
promised portrait photographs?!

Thus that supposedly much perused box proved to be a real treasure
trove, and I did not even have to share it with any relative since they had
already been through it! I in turn am delighted to report that many of the
"spurned" items now form corner stones of my Swiss collection.

Thanks Dad, for hoarding everything in the past, even if Mom was
distressed by it ; and thanks Mom, for not throwing the box out when found.
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Continued from page 195.

of the various items to be collected in the Swiss area . The Revenues
of Luzern, Switzerland 1802-1918 of our revenues expert Donn Lueck rece-
ived a silver and an AHPS silver . This is the area that many of us
are unfamiliar . This is a very interesting one that is not easy to
assemble . Ernest L . Bergman received a silver-bronze for his Switzer-
land, Landscape Issues 1934-1948 . These are always a joy to look at.
I would like to see more of the 20th century . The League of Nations
in Switzerland of Bernard J . Kosmoski gave us an opportunity to see
some beautiful items . The exhibit received a silver bronze . The mater-
ial in Wayne J . Fitzgibbons Switzerland Zeppelin Flights received a
Silver Bronze . This material one never gets tired of looking at - we
were lucky Wayne entered . Last but not least J . B . Ballards entry
entitled The Cross and Numeral Stamps Of Switzerland 1882-1905 received
a Silver Bronze and the AHPS Novice Award . This was a beautiful three-
frame exhibit . Keep up the good work. We thank all the exhibitors
for making this a great convention . Let's see more 20th Century exhibits!

CATALOG REVIEW

	

By Henry Ratz

Supplement 2 of the Swiss Publicity Date-Stamp (K cancels) Handbook just
reached our shores . The package, produced by a handful of members of the
Swiss Postmark Society (SVP), consists of a summary of changes (3 pages
in English by Mr . Rutherfoord), 8 pages of additions and changes to the nu-
merous tables in the handbook, 22 pages of the basic cancel illustrations
covering all new cancels issued between January 1980 (Like K 400a, K 557a,
K761 ) thru January 1985 (K 254b and K965), plus 2 pages of addition to the
numerical index and a totally revised alphabetical index from #1-#965 of
6 pages.
Long overdue, this supplement is a welcome sight for all K cancel lovers
and will bring the necessary order back into whatever chaos a 4-year-old
accumulation can be . A small disappointment might be the fact that the

authors (or the society) elected not to issue at this point a total re-
vision of the tables . May be next time . . . Needless to say, the " plot" has
thickened in this area of exceptions of this and that kind and anyone who
today can still follow the revisions of the revisions of the original will
soon be issued the black belt of K-canceldom . Other noteworthy information:
- Quite a few last date uses have been added . There is a fair amount of
collector interest in this area . While FD use have never really commanded
a higher price in K cancels due to the availability of such subscription

services, last day uses go for quite a bit more, as not everyone follows
that aspect too closely. - The SVP will run future additions directly in
their monthly journal as a pull-out device as soon as 28 new cancels have
accumulated . - The authors of this supplement also have elected not to
value or price the cancels any longer. The reasons for this move were not
explained . I assume the shifts in the marketplace have gone faster than
the consuming task by some volunteer catalog editors can be justified . Yet,
guidelines from the pros are always handy, no matter how much they are off.

This supplement can be ordered from Felix Ganz (see TELL #4, p .130 for
details) . If anyone is interested in the complete handbook with the supple-
ments included, it can be ordered directly from the secretary of the SVP:
Mr . E .Heidinger, Käshaldenstrasse 35, CH-8052 Zürich, Switzerland . The
price is 34 .- sFr . + postage.
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Join the Union of Swiss Philatelic Societies

Once again this year as a member society of the Union of
Swiss Philatelic Societies (VSPhV), the A .H .P .S . can offer its
members the opportunity to join the VSPhV . The primary benefit
is the opportunity to receive the SBZ (Schweizer Briefmarken
Zeitung) . This monthly journal is the Swiss equivalent of the
"American Philatelist" of our APS . The SBZ is written in German
and French but also has many pictures, ads, etc . As the SBZ

subscription year runs from January to December, it is
imperative that you join or renew by December 15, 1985 . This is
a firm cut off, no late payers.

Membership in the VSPhV for A.H.P.S. members is $10 which
includes the subscription to the SBZ . If desired, you can add
this amount to your dues payment to the A .H .P .S . If you have
questions or you have already paid your A .H .P .S . dues, you can
write or send your check for $10 directly to our representative
to the VSPhV :

Ralph B . Soderberg
20160 Mack Avenue
Grosse Pointe Woods
Michigan 48236

Remember that the deadline for payment is December 15,	 1985
for 1986 membership . Checks should be made payable to
"A.H .P .S . .

SPECTACULAR VIDEO CASETTE OF NABA-ZURI PARADE ARRIVES

We have just received the professional color video casette
purchased by AHPS to show America how to run a Festumzug (special
parade) . This 82 minute record of the NABA-ZURI parade is very
colorful . It shows foot couriers in medieval attire and 1985
modern postal buses and all the postal facilities in between.
Cantonal couples in native costumes, scenes depicting familiar
stamps, flag throwers, alpine horn blowers, colorful bands,
and much more.

You are invited to borrow this casette on the same basis as
our other slide shows, same rules apply . Send your $5 and reser-
vation to :

HOWARD A . BAUMAN
511 SUMMIT DRIVE

WEST BEND, WI 53095

You are asked to report on the showing and return the casette
by priority mail insured for $40.

You will need a television set and a VCR with VHS format . This
later may be rented from your local video store if you do not
have an acquaintance that owns one.

RESERVE TODAY!
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SALES CIRCUIT NOTES

	

Emil L. Tobler

SALES HAVE INCREASED!

As of October 5 we have 66 buyers registered with sales for the past 2 months
of about $1200. This is a $200 increase over the previous 2 month period
in spite of the fact that only 2 new circuits were sent out . I'm running
behind because of some strenuous personal house building activities, and
as a result of a visit of hurricane Gloria . She left us without light and
water for over 5 days, and with an immense amount of cleanup to do.

PROSPECTIVE BUYERS If you regularly or even occasionally buy Swiss stamps
and are not on our circuit sales list, you are missing a good bet . Not every
stamp or sales book in our circuits is a roaring bargain, but prices are
typically less than (sometimes much less) than you would pay forsimilar
material from any other source . The range of available material is broad
and the quality is normally very high . As an example, the last 2 circuits
contained (among other things) dozens of 2, 3, and 4 frame line copies of
imperf Sitting Helvetias, a 75% complete run of mint and used airmails, some
essays, franchise stamps, officials, etc . Buying through the circuits is
convenient. Dig out your Nov/Dec 1984 TELL and complete the pink Circuit
Participation Form (I'll send you one if you can't find yours) and get active
in the circuits.

BUYERS When purchasing a stamp or cover which is mounted in a black stamp
mount or even a transparent mount, please remove the mount as well as the
stamp before marking the space to indicate the purchase . Also, please, when
going through circuit books take care to note any missing stamps for which
no buyer has signed . Notify the person from whom you received the circuit
and send a copy to the circuit manager . Identification of the missing stamps
should include Sales Book number, page number, catalog number and net price.
Attach a note to the sales book indicating that the discrepancy has been
reported. Thanks.

SELLERS Until recently we have had 3 types of sales books — singles, sets,
and covers . The full book for the sets contained 16 pages, with spacing
on each page for 3 sets . The full book for covers also contained 16 pages,
on which sleeves or glassines could be mounted to contain one or two covers
or cards . We have run out of pages for the cover books . Until our supply
of books for sets is depleted those books will do very well for covers.
In the near future we will have a new combination format for books for sets
and/or covers . Each page will accomodate 4 sets (rather than the present
3) or a sleeve or glassine for the mounting of covers . There will be no
change in the books for singles.

Feel free to call or write with questions or comments . After 7 PM Eastern
Standard Time is best.

EMIL L . TOBLER, 98 OLDE WOOD ROAD, Glastonbury, CT 06033
Phone 203—633—7007
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Letts

September, 1985

To all the Friends of KARL BICKEL,

You are cordially invited to become a member of the recently organized ASSOC-
IATION OF THE FRIENDS OF KARL BICKEL.

Your kind contribution will support efforts to make known to a broader public
the works of the recently deceased Swiss artist and designer of postage stamps

K A R L B I C K E L

He attained international fame by his marvelous steel engravings of famous
personalities of the past . For the centennial of KARL BICKEL's birth in
1986, the following activities are under consideration:

- publication of the first comprehensive biography of the complete
works of KARL BICKEL, with color photographs

- realization of the various exhibitions which would cover all parts
of his versatile work

- creation of a documentary film

- holding of various slide lectures

- holding of an anniversary memorial concert.

We would indeed be grateful for your financial support. If interested, send
your request for additional information to the below listed address:

ASSOCIATION OF
THE FRIENDS OF KARL BICKEL
Albert Lendi, President
Rathaus/Postfach 136
CH-8880 Walenstadt
SWITZERLAND
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ARIPEX '86 DELETES EXHIBIT RULE FOR REVENUE COLLECTORS

The Phoenix Philatelic Association which is hosting ARIPEX '86
at the Phoenix Civic Plaza, Phoenix, Arizona, wishes to announce
a change of policy regarding exhibiting revenues.

Due to the nature of revenue collecting, the ARIPEX '86 committee
has deleted part of Rule #5 in their prospectus . The wording
"No single item in the exhibit can extend over more than one
page" has been deleted.

It was stated that since many revenues are larger than a standard
album page and often take more than a page to show markings
and the stamp, the rule was eliminated.

It is hoped that a relaxation of this Rule will encourage more
collectors to exhibit at ARIPEX '86 . For further information
about this festive Show, please send a SASE number 10 envelope
to:

HARALD EGY
EXHIBIT CHAIRMAN
P 0 Box 3861

PHOENIX, AZ 85030

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR MAKING THIS ANNOUNCEMENT FOR US.

Press announcement sent by Annette Makino, Publicity Chairman, 4401 E . Mitchell, Phoenix, AZ
85018 . Call (602) 840-4524.

(Editor's Note . Besides the John Ballards, Donn Lueck, the Harold Egys, and others attended,
exhibited, and helpful at our convention . We wish them luck with their show .)
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"MINI-ADS"

	

John Haefeli, Advertising Manager
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1986 SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE	 STEVE TURCHIK

40 YEAR .JUBILEE - THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

This year marks the 40th Year Jubilee for the Amateur Collector
as specialists in Swiss stamps . According to Mr . Katcher,
the catalogue has progressed from a modest start in 1952 of
only 48 pages to the leading handbook for "Switzerland ."

I received my catalogue in today's mail . As it is written only
in English, I find it difficult to be without.

Mr . Katcher states "Although stamps are generally regarded as
being in "recession" Switzerland is not affected as badly as
other countries . In fact if one leaves out mint modern material
(for this purpose "modern" starts in 1910) prices are not only
very steady but actually hardening . The disillusion is only
with unmounted mint at unrealistic prices.

The 1986 Catalogue, 28 EDITION, shows 4580 price changes and
of these 3338 are increases! The reductions are virtually all
confined to modern mint material.

Apart from price changes and additional 300 items are now listed,
bringing the total now in the Catalogue to over 14,000 . Last
but not least, important information has been added to the text.

We are happy to announce this item to you, as 1986 marks the
30th year I find that The Amateur Collector has been advertising
in our society ' s publications .

	

We appreciate that support.

The price in the U . S . by Air Mail is $13 .25 (U .S .$) and $10 .25
by Sea Mail . Even though an order form is inserted in the issue
of TELL, we list the address below.

The AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD, PO Box 242, London, N2 OYZ, England

Continued from page 204.

The Taylor was my father's brother, my uncle . Being located
so close to the theater and next door to the boarding house
where the guest artists usually lodged, he had a steady clientele
on a cash and carry basis . He certainly had no forwarding ad-
dresses from Mr. Michoiloff . Of course, he was glad to receive
his letter . His daughter, my cousin, who learned the trade
from her father, kept working for him . On one of my visits
to Basel she gave me this letter which now I share with you,
my fellow Helvetians.

The outcome was perfect . The letter was delivered without
any delay by a wise letter carrier . The Smoking waspromptly
shipped to Rome without C .O .D. My uncle received prompt payment.
A happy Michoiloff stepped proudly out on the stage for his
first performance of his engagement on Oct 1st in Rome.

All is well that ends well!!!
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MEMBERSHIP
Dues Reminder

A friendly reminder to those of you who have not yet paid
your 1986 dues, they are due by December 31, 1985 . To those of
you who have already paid, thanks a lot . It makes life a lot
easier for me not to have to hassle the membership to pay, go
through the exercise of dropping from the rolls, and then

reinstating.

An envelope for paying your dues was included with the

September/October TELL . If you've misplaced it, simply send a

check payable to "A .H .P .S . " for $8 if you live in North America,

$10 if you live elsewhere and want TELL sent by seamail, or $14
if you want it sent by air . If you want to join the Union of
Swiss Philatelic Societies and thus receive the "Schweizer
Briefmarken Zeitung", just add $10 to your dues . The deadline
for joining the Union is December 15, 1985 . See Ralph

Soderberg's notice elsewhere in this issue of TELL . Send your
check to the Secretary:

Richard T . Hall

Secretary, A .H .P .S.

Post Office Box 2425
Gaithersburg
Maryland 20879-0425

Do it now while you're thinking about it!,

NEW MEMBERS
2174 Arbeitsgemeinschaft Schweiz

Erwin Neuhold, West Germany

2175 Victor J . Biais, California

2176 Robert Mockler, New Jersey

2177 Jim Morrison, Missouri

2178 Ervin Racz, Indiana

2179 James R . Souvestke, Illinois

2180 Herbert Taschler, South Carolina

REINSTATEMENT

1475 David A . Aldrich, Illinois
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How many Swiss postage stamps show
a portrait of somebody really and
truly smiling? ? ?

How many angels are
postage stamps? ? ?

shown on Swiss

SWISS
TRIVIA

When did a Swiss ar-
tist make the Roman
lettering style 'V'
backwards in the name
HELVETIA on stamps???

How often does the mother-and-child
theme appear on Swiss stamps? ? ?

What geometric shape is evidently
favored as the attention-getting
element in many of the Swiss stamp
designs issued since 1950? ? ?

Why should anybody bother search-
ing through a catalog or albums
to find the answers unless some
handsome prize is offered? ? ?
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NEW ISSUES P . FELIX GANZ

I saw in the last issue of Berner Briefmarken-Zeitung a list
of the new issues of Switzerland for 1986.

2-11 :

	

Publicity issue I :

	

35, 50, 80, 90, 110 cts . ; each for
a different jubilee, from 50 to 2000 years, of some Swiss
town or organization.

2-11 :

		

The long discussed "Sports Support" stamp, as 50 + 20
cts . semipostal.

2-11 :

	

An additional value of Fr . 1 .40 in the previously used
design with "gemini" (for some new postal rate, no doubt)

5-27 :

	

Europa issue (2) 50 and 90 cts . with designs for nature
and other protection.

2-27 :

	

Pro Patria issue (4) Paintings by Swiss artists in Swiss
museums .

	

35 + 15 : G . Giacometti ; 50 + 20 : Max Buri;
80 + 40 : C . Amiet ; 90 + 40 F . Vallotton.

2-27 ; Service stamp for the WHO in Geneva : Fr . 1 .40

9-9 ; Publicity issue II : 35, 50, 80, 90 cts . celebrating or
commemorating another batch of special events, congresses,
or centennials.

11-25 : Pro Juventute issue (4) Children's toys :

	

35 + 15, 50
+ 20 ; 80 + 40 ; 90 + 40.

AND FINALLY THE BIG SURPRISE for some time next fall (1986)
a complete set of new low regular values, 12 denominations,
from 5 to 90 cts.

And that's it unless a couple of pieces of postal stationery,
additional stamps for various offices in Geneva, and/or whatever
suddenly must be issued.

I do not know what the new rates of 80 and 90 cts . are for;
but they look very much like hikes in the international fees
for postcards, from 70 to 80, ad letters, within Europe, from
80 to 90 cts . All international taxes are going to go up.
That was announced some time ago ; but how much has not been
announced until now.

IN MEMORIAM

I just learned that a once in a while contributor to TELL, Ernst Fluri of
Sigriswil (Bern, Switzerland) died at age 77 in Thun . He was a specialist
for postage due rates, stamps and markings of Switzerland (into and out of)
and he was internationally known for his specialization and expert's opinion
in the provisional interim issues of pre-Israel, May 1 - 15, 1948.

MAKE PLANS NOW FOR AMERIPEX!
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